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**CHIN 5680 “Topics in Early Modern Literature” : Suyoung Son**

**Fall 2013**

**Early Modern Chinese Printed Books:**

- Can wei ji / [Wang Shizhen], PL 2732 .A56 T73 1708; "PL2732.A56 T73 1708"
- Chi bei ou tan / Wang Shizhen zhu, PL2732.A56 C44 1701
- Fanxie shan fang ji / [Li E zhu], PL2718.l18 F36 1739
- He shi yu lin; "Shi shuo xin yu bu", DS736 .H653 1573
- Jian nan shi chao / [Lu You zhu Yang Dahe xuan], PL2687.L8 C55 1685
- Leshantang quan ji ding ben, DS754.84.C5 A2 1758
- Liu shi hong shu / [Liu Zhongda zuan ji Tang Binyin shan zheng], Tang Xuancheng jian ding, AE4 L58 1611
- Pu shu ting ji / [Zhu Yizun zhu], PL2703 .P8 1714
- Bai Xiangshan shi ji, PL2674 .A6 1703
- Pu shu ting ji ci zhu / [Zhu Yizun zhu Li Fusun zuan], PL2703 .A6 1829
- Shi xue da cheng / [Li Panlong bian ji Tang Shunzhi jiao zheng], AE4 .S45 1578
Tang Song ba da jia wen chao / [Mao Kun ji], PL2619 .T36 1579
Tang Song Han Liu Ou Su wen xuan / [Jiuwo Li xian sheng xuan Taishan Ye xian sheng ping], PL2619 .T35 1606
Wei lan xuan bai pian fu chao / [Zhang Shitao, Peng Kehui bian ji], PL2309.F8 W46 1794
Tao Yuanming quan ji, PL2665 .T3 1664
Lu Xuan'gong ji, DS749.42.L8 A2 1740
Xi tang wen er ji / [You Tong zhuan], PL2733.U16 H75 1672
Xiang zu bi ji, PL2732.A56 H7 1702
Xin jian zhai ji lu / Yu Xingjie bian, PL2733.U147 H75 1770
Xin kan jiao zheng zeng bu Yuan ji yun xue huo fa quan shu / [Wang Shizhen jiao zheng], AE2 .H75 1573
Yao wu hui bian / [Cai Wenwen zuan], BJ 117 .T73 1718;"BJ117 .T73 1718"
Yu ding pei wen zhai yong wu shi xuan / [hui yue Zhang Yushu deng bian ji guan Wang Bin deng], PL2517 .Y87 1706
Yuan ji huo fa shi xue da quan / [Wang Shizhen jiao zheng Yang Cong can yue], AE2 .H74 1573

Additional Materials Related to Chinese Print:
du Halde, J.B. A description of the empire of China and Chinese-Tartary, together with the kingdoms of Korea and Tibet ... London, E. Cave, 1738-41. DS708 .D86 1738.